IT Support
Case Study

IT Support isn’t
taxing for Cartwrights

Overview

Choosing the right company for IT support is a significant factor in
ensuring your company operates a reliable network infrastructure.
Ashgoal provide both remote and on-site IT support and have
ensured that IT support isn’t taxing for Cartwrights Accountants.

Background
Cartwrights are a team of specialist accountants specialising in financial
management, accounting and taxation. The company provides high quality and
focused financial input that needs a secure, reliable and productive IT infrastructure.
The company uses specialist accounting software that operates locally from on-site
servers. Any downtime or system outages severely impact on the productivity of the
entire Cartwrights team, so both the Software and Hardware needs to be carefully
monitored and updated.

Benefits
Ashgoal provides a quick and reliable IT support package for Cartwrights, with
scheduled updates, on-going management and pro-active maintenance.
The company benefits from an extremely reliable network, which allows the
accounting software to run efficiently and helps Cartwrights provide a better service
for their customers.
Support queries are handled in a number of ways for Cartwrights to make it as
convenient as possible. Telephone, remote and on-site support options are available
for them to utilise when needed and Director Ahsan Khan BA (Hons) FCCA remarks
that:

‘We are extremely happy with the
support that Ashgoal provides us, it
allows us to concentrate on what we
do best. We look forward to a
successful on-going partnership.’
.

About Ashgoal
Not all IT companies are the same. You need to be able to trust and rely on your IT
support provider. Ashgoal are able to offer customised IT support packages that
provide exactly what your company requires. The Ashgoal support service is
different to other IT companies services:
Superior as standard
Microsoft, Sage, Citrix, HP, Sophos, LG and Fujitsu Partners
Established in 1979
Telecoms, Cloud, Software and Web services available.
Don’t just take our word for it, in the words of one of our customers:

‘Ashgoal are always on
hand to help, nothing is
too much trouble.’
About Ashgoal
Ashgoal are a certified Microsoft SPLA partner, Citrix Partner, HP Business Partner,
Sophos Partner and Sage premier business partner. For more details contact Ashgoal
on 08442 459100 or email sales@ashgoal.com
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Visit: www.ashgoal.com

